FAVORITE TALES AND RHYMES
THEME
5

Dear Families,
There’s nothing better than snuggling in for a good story. In this theme,
we will be celebrating wonderful tales and nursery rhymes that have been
handed down from generation to generation. All the tales are make-believe
making them perfect for dramatic play and story retelling. Encourage your
child to share the stories he or she hears at school with you and then share
some of your personal favorites. Make enjoying a good story together part of
your daily routine.

GREETING CIRCLE

Week 1: Hen Tales • Week 2: Mouse Tales
Week 3: Tales of Three • Week 4: “Jack” Rhymes

During the Greeting Circle, children make a daily commitment to a specific behavior. They know that commitments
are promises to try. They might commit to being helpful, using walking feet, or using listening ears. At the end of the
day, children think about whether they were able to keep their commitments. Try verbalizing commitments with your
child at home. At the end of the day, reflect on whether your child was able to keep a commitment. If not, try to narrow
the focus of a commitment so it is very specific and try again the next day.

MATH

LITERACY

One-to-one correspondence is part of every
three-year-old’s day. There is one boot for each
foot and one mitten for each hand. One straw goes
with each juice box. We will be using one-to-one
correspondence as a way to match items in two sets
to determine whether the sets are equal or unequal.

Week 1: Hen Tales
Word of the Week: tales
Focus Letters:
Y, y, Z, z
Read-Aloud Time: Little Red Hen
The Sky Is Falling
Week 2: Mouse Tales
Word of the Week: make-believe
Focus Letters:
C, c, E, e, G, g, A, a, P, p
Read-Aloud Time: The Enormous Turnip
The Lion and the Mouse

H Notice one-to-one correspondence at home.

Week 3: Tales of Three
Word of the Week: manners
Focus Letters:
F, f, I, i, O, o, R, r, U, u
Read-Aloud Time: Three Bears’ Rap
The Three Little Pigs

H Give your child a collection of two kinds of

At the table, there is a chair for each family
member and each family member has a chair.
In the bathroom, there is a toothbrush for each
family member and each family member has a
toothbrush.
items, such as straws and paper cups. Ask
your child to sort the items
into two sets: one set of
straws and one set of paper
cups. Then use one-to-one
correspondence to match
straws with cups. Ask: Are the
sets equal? Is there one straw
for each cup and one cup for
each straw?

Week 4: “Jack” Rhymes
Word of the Week: rhyme
Focus Letters:
L, l, S, s, B, b, T, t, D, d
Read-Aloud Time: The House that Jack Built
“Jack” Rhymes
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FAVORITE TALES AND RHYMES
THEME 5: PATT Mat
LITERACY

As children enjoy the story The Sky is Falling in Week

Use mealtime to

1, we will play with rhyming names, such as Henny
Penny, Ducky Lucky, Goosey
Loosey, Turkey Lurkey, and
Foxy Loxy. Create rhyming pair
names for family members,
pets, and even food: Mommy
Wommy, Doggie Woggie,
Pizza Mizza.

MATH

practice one-to-one
correspondence. Invite
your child to set the
table, making sure that
there is one plate, spoon,
knife, or fork for each person. During the meal,
notice together how there are chairs at the table or
napkins by each place that match the number of
people eating as well.

CALMING
STRATEGY

OUTDOORS

In Week 1, your child heard the story of Little Red

Many animals pant during

Hen who planted and harvested wheat to make
bread. Plant some bean seeds and watch them
grow. Soak a few beans overnight in water and
watch how they change. Plant the swollen seeds
in soft soil. Keep the soil moist. Soon
a sprout will pop up and before you
know it you will have a bean
plant. Look at the
plant often to notice
changes.

warm weather to stay cool.
Panting is also a way to get
oxygen flowing into the
body. The oxygen increases
the brain’s capacity to be alert and attentive. Enjoy
playing a panting game with your child. Pretend to
pant like a dog, cat, lion, or mouse. The panting will
give your brain a boost of oxygen and allow you
both a moment to calm down.

STEAM CONNECTION

Parents
Are
Teachers
Too

(Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Math)

In Week 3, your child enjoyed the story of the three little pigs. The third

little pig was able to build a strong house with bricks. Challenge your child
to choose several different materials (clean meat trays, toilet paper tubes,
boxes, chenille wires, craft sticks). Use the materials to construct a house.
Talk about the materials you are using as you build. Ask questions that
encourage your child to think, such as: What will happen if…?
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STORY FAVORITES

CREATE A MOUSE TALE

Enjoy creating an imaginary story about a mouse
with your child. Here are some story starters:

Do you remember a favorite story that you
enjoyed as a child? Please share your favorites with
your child. As we study tales that
have been handed down from
generation to generation, take
this opportunity to make a
connection with the past.
Check with grandparents and
other relatives about their
favorites as well.

• Once upon a time there was a little mouse with
a very long tail. It . . .
• Gray Mouse was a brave little
mouse. She ran out of her hole
and . . .
Encourage your child to
contribute ideas as you craft
a fun tale together.
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RETELL A STORY

We have been enjoying the
stories of “The Three
Bears” and “The Three
Little Pigs.” Support
your child in telling you
about these two famous tales
of threes. You might even want to
act out the stories. Who will be
the Big Bad Wolf and blow
the houses down?

Family Connection

RHYME TIME

Listening for words that end
with the same sound (rhyming
words) is an important
pre-reading skill. Read books
that tell a story with rhyming
words. Play with rhyme in
everyday conversations with your child.
We won’t go far in our fast car.
Do you hear your tummy? That broccoli is yummy!
Walk, walk, walk before you talk, talk, talk.
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